
Please Review the Following Meal Delivery Information

1. Meals should be picked up within the designated window associated with your pick up site. If you 
are going to be late, please call our office at 419-255-7806 to let us know with as much advance 
notice as possible.

2. Upon arriving at your designated site please ensure you are wearing a mask and properly 
distancing yourself from others at the site. Locate the tablet assigned to your route, sign into 
the tablet using your personal information, verify your route information has loaded, enter your 
mileage and locate the bags assigned to your route for the day.

3. Before you leave the site and begin delivering please ensure that you have all the bags designated 
for your route. 

a. Be sure to compare the names on your client list in the mobile app to the names on 
each label of the bags that you have prior to leaving the site.

4. At this time, signatures are not required. Delivery instructions for each client should still be 
referenced. Direct contact with clients should be avoided. Volunteers may call clients from their 
vehicles to ensure meals are received.

5. Follow the client’s specific instructions listed in the Driver Instruction section of their information 
on the mobile app: i.e. leave bag in cooler, leave bag at door, leave food with Susan Jones in 
apartment #47, etc. Prior to marking the client’s meals as delivered please write a comment to 
indicate where the bag was left so that this information is transmitted back to Mobile Meals 
properly, i.e. bag left in cooler, bag left on bench near door, bag left with neighbor Susan, etc. 

6. During delivery for each client you will be prompted by the mobile app to indicate if there is a 
Change in Condition for each client. If you notice a change in a client’s condition please mark 
“yes” when prompted. After marking “yes,” choose which category the change falls under, i.e. 
health, nutrition, mobility, etc. Once a category has been marked please write a comment to 
explain this change, i.e. abundance of milk, not eating the meals, difficulty answering the door, 
disheveled appearance, no longer using a walker, now able to walk without use of a cane, appetite 
has returned, etc. Change does not have to be negative. If a client seems to be the same as 
always you may simply mark “no” when prompted about change of condition. If you mark “no” you 
will not be prompted to include a comment. 

7. At the end of your delivery route please make sure you sign out, enter your ending mileage and 
exit the mobile app.

8. Return the tablet to the site in which you picked up. These items need to be returned same day as 
delivery. Each site has a specific cut off time for the return of these items (see Quick Reference 
Guide). If you are going to return the items after the cut off time please contact the office 
immediately. Ensuring that we receive each tablet is critical to the next delivery. 
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Handling Emergency Situations:
It is possible that you may encounter an emergency situation while delivering meals. 

If you encounter a client in an emergency situation: 

• Immediately contact emergency personnel by calling 911.

• Call our office at 419-255-7806 to notify us of the situation.

• Do not attempt to provide medical care for the client, unless you are professionally trained 
and qualified to do so.

• Monitor the client until emergency personnel arrive.

Please contact Rochelle Rodgers, Volunteer Coordinator, with any questions
or concerns regarding the information in this document.

rrodgers@mobilemeals.org • 419-255-7806
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